[Study of protective effect of perftoran on a skin flaps].
Differences in the levels of tissue respiration in the rat skin flaps incubated in perfluothane (PF) and normal saline (NS) are regarded as an evidence of local PF effect on tissue substrate. The complex of metabolic changes in the skin fragments under the effect of PF in comparison with skin fragments incubated in NS indicate a protective effect of PF on tissue substrata. Decreased content of malonic dialdehyde and a slower accumulation of tissue liquid in skin flaps incubated in PF, in comparison with the fragments incubated in NS, is worthy of note. It indicates that incubation in PF (in comparison with incubation in NS) is less harmful for cell membranes and induces lesser disorders in water-salt metabolism and edema which are usually associated with tissue lesions developing under conditions of trophic deficiency.